ABSTRACT Many conventional clustering methods have limitations to partition data sets with different structures. The reason is that the relationship of each pair of data objects in different structures is usually based on different distance measures while conventional clustering methods are often designed for an assumption distribution in Euclidean space. Most of current clustering methods have also been proposed for integrating different distance measures together, however, the weights for different distance measures are difficult to set. To alleviate this case and to generate reliable clustering results for data sets with different structures, in this paper, a novel multiple distance measures clustering method based on a multiobjective evolutionary algorithm is proposed to this problem. This approach takes two types of distance measures as multiple objective functions and optimizes them simultaneously by using a modified multiobjective evolutionary algorithm with some new strategies including initialization, crossover operator, mutation operator, and objective functions designing. Moreover, an updated approach was also proposed for detecting the correct cluster number automatically. The new approaches are applied to many datasets with spherical and irregular structures, and the results of eight artificial, four widely used and four real data sets will be exhibited in experiments. The comparisons with other clustering algorithms show that, no matter what shape dataset has, both of the proposed approaches can get satisfactory results in combining different distance measures and detecting the optimal cluster number in a single run.
I. INTRODUCTION
Clustering analysis is an unsupervised learning approach that can find underlying substructures in a group of unlabeled data points. And as an active subject, it is widely used in various research fields, such as data mining [1] , pattern recognition, image segmentation [2] and computer vision. The task of clustering is to partition a dataset into many subgroups such that objects within a group have a high similarity and objects belonging to different groups have a low similarity. A variety of clustering methods have been developed for different goals and applications in specific areas. Partitioning clustering, hierarchical clustering and density clustering are three most popular clustering techniques recently.
Generally speaking, partitioning clustering can also be divided into hard and fuzzy approaches. This strategy can obtain a set of partitions by optimizing a single objective function such as mean square error(mse) or fuzzy mean square error [3] . However, there are two limitations need to be faced. The first is that this strategy is usually based on a single distance measure, such as Euclidean distance. This measure is very suitable for hyper-spherical datasets, but it fails on irregular shaped datasets. In recent years, many new distance measures such as Path distance [4] , Manifold distance [5] and Kernel distance [6] are arising in many new clustering algorithms for splitting irregular shaped datasets. However, how to select the best distance measure or how to mix various of distance measures into one is a huge challenge. The second limitation is this strategy often gets stuck at local minima and the clustering result is largely dependent on the choice of the initial cluster centers.
Assigning appropriate weights for different distance measures is an effective strategy for the first limitation, such as [7] and [8] . However, it will lead to assign a larger weight to a distance measure that has a smaller sum of the within cluster distances and a smaller one to a distance measure that has a larger sum of the within cluster distances [9] . For the second limitation, evolutionary algorithms are widely used optimization technique based on the principles of evolution and natural genetics and these methods have robustness and capability of searching the optimal solution within defined space. Most of clustering algorithms based on evolutionary algorithm have been proposed in recent years [10] . GAFC [11] and GCUK [12] take V xb [13] index and V db [14] index as the objective functions and they are optimized by a genetic algorithm respectively. In particular, both of V xb index and V db consider the intra-cluster and inter-cluster consistency respectively, they can detect the best cluster number automatically. However, these methods are also designed based on a single distance measure. GCF [15] is another interesting study and it was proposed for overlapped graph clustering problem. Four objective functions with different goals were designed based on complex network for finding the best communities in a dataset with a fixed K and optimized by a genetic algorithm. Moreover, a k-adaptive GCF was also proposed for detecting the best cluster number automatically in this study.
Recently, multiobjective evolutionary algorithm(MOEA) receives the extensive concern more and more. A variety of clustering algorithms based on MOEA are emerging [16] , [17] . MOCK [18] is a typical multiobjective evolutionary clustering algorithm, was proposed by Handl and this method applies compactness and connectedness as two objective functions. The compactness is measured by the overall deviation of a partitioning. Meanwhile, connectedness is achieved by evaluating the degree to which neighboring data points have been placed in the same cluster. Both MODEFC [19] and MOGAFC [20] apply V xb and J mse as two objective functions respectively. MOPSO [21] uses connectivity and cohesion as two objective functions to find the best clustering result. MSFCA utilizes the global fuzzy compactness and fuzzy separation among the clusters as objective functions and gets the best clustering result in image segmentation [22] . Although massive multiobjective evolutionary clustering methods have been introduced, they are often designed based on a single distance measure, Euclidean distance measure in particular. Spectral clustering algorithm can split a dataset by using some other distance measures, however, this approach is sensitive to the parameters of the metric. GGC [23] was proposed to reduce the sensitivity and got the best clustering result for spherical and connective dataset by optimizing two new objective functions. The first one is the global weight clustering coefficient and the second one is a combination of the classical KNN and the minimal cut. However, this approach has the same memory usage problem than spectral clustering. MOGGC [24] was then proposed to reduce the memory consumption by using a K size similarity graph, which is smaller than the full similarity graph.
In this paper, we propose a novel framework that can combine various distance measures for clustering. In this framework, two objective functions based on two different distance measures are optimized simultaneously by using a multiobjective evolutionary algorithm, NSGA-II [25] .
Moreover, some modified operators such as initialization, crossover operator, mutation operator and objective function designing were also introduced. This paper has two contributions. The first is to combine various distance measures into a clustering algorithm, compactness is the only factor to be considered for objective function setting, we call it Multiobjective Evolutionary Clustering Based on Combining Multiple Distance Measures(MOECDM). And, the second is to detect the desirable cluster number automatically, apart from compactness, separation is another factor to be considered. we call it Multiobjective Evolutionary Automatic Clustering based on Combining Multiple Distance Measures(MOEACDM).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a detailed description of the proposed methods, MOECDM and MOEACDM, including initialization, crossover operator, mutation operator and objective functions designing. Section III presents the experimental data of MOECDM, showing how the performance of MOECDM compares with many other clustering techniques in combining different distance measures. Section IV presents the experimental data of MOEACDM, showing the proposed method can detect desirable cluster number automatically. Finally, Section V presents the discussions and conclusions.
II. MULTIPLE DISTANCE MEASURE FRAMEWORK
In this section, we will describe the details of the two proposed multiple distance clustering methods, MOECDM and MOEACDM. First of all, an appropriate multiobjective evolutionary algorithm should be designed. We apply NSGA-II to play this role in our methods due to its fast nodominated sorting mechanism, and a series of changes are applied to enable this algorithm to cope better with multiple distance clustering. NSGA-II is a well known multiobjective evolutionary algorithm, and the other multiobjective evolutionary algorithms also can be considered in here. Secondly, we need to get the distance matrices by using different distance measures, and each matrix contains the relationship of each pair of objects in a specific distance space. And then the details of MOECDM can be introduced, it can partition a dataset in different distance spaces at the same time. Moreover, some new evolutionary strategies including initialization, crossover operator, mutation operator and objective functions designing are also proposed in here. Next, the updated method, MOEACDM, will be introduced. This approach not only can partition a dataset in different distance spaces but also can detect the desirable cluster number automatically. Finally, the algorithm procedure will be presented.
A. DISTANCE MATRICES DEFINITION
In this subsection, we will introduce the distance measures used in our method, and obtain the distance matrices. Let X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n } be a set of n data objects, where [5] and so on. Next, we will split the DM instead of original dataset. The smaller of d ij is, the closer between data x i and data x j . Suppose that we shall divide the dataset X into k clusters C 1 , C 2 , · · · , C k and |C i | represents the number of data points in cluster C i .
How many distance measures can be used and which one can be selected are two important issues that need to be first considered. Ideally, the more distance measures used, the better clustering result got. However, as we all know that, there are two structures those widely appeared in most of datasets, which are spherical-type structure and irregular-type structure respectively. Therefore, in this paper, we choose Euclidean distance and Path distance as two distance measures. The reason is that Euclidean distance is very suitable for clusters with hyper-spherical structure and Path distance is suitable for clusters with irregular structure. Let d 1 ij and d 2 ij denote the Euclidean distance and Path distance between data x i and data x j respectively. The definitions of the two distance measures are formulated as Equations 1 and 2.
• Euclidean distance
(1)
• Path distance The Path distance between a pair of points is defined as the minimum value of the maximum gap in any path which links the pair of the points. Let
denote all the possible paths which link x i and x j . The Path distance between x i and x j is mathematically defined as
The Euclidean distance matrix DM 1 and the Path distance matrix DM 2 are defined as Equation 3 .
B. MOECDM
In this subsection, several key components of MOECDM are then introduced. They are representation scheme, initialization scheme, crossover operator, mutation operator, selection operator and objective functions designing.
1) REPRESENTATION AND INITIALIZATION
In this approach, we employ label encoding representation proposed by [26] for depicting the feasible solutions. In this scheme, each individual r consists of n genes r = {r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r n } and the value of each gene r i is an integer, which represents the data object x i will be assigned to the r i th cluster. The range of r i falls into {1, . . . , k}, where k is the cluster number. All of the data objects having the same cluster label are then assigned to the same cluster. The label encoding scheme has a major limitation that is it is usually time-consuming owing to the large-sized genes. To alleviate this limitation and to make the individuals have a higher probability to lie in the promising search space, in this section, we apply three strategies to produce the initial population P(0) = {r 1 (0), . . . , r pop (0)}, where r l (0) represents the lth individual in the initial population and the pop represents the population size. One of these strategies is to generate individuals at random, another strategy is to generate individuals by NCUT pre-clustering based on Euclidean distance and the last one is to generate individuals by NCUT pre-clustering based on Path distance. The number of individuals generated by different strategies are adjusted by three parameters, pop_α1, pop_α2, pop_α3. Pop_α1 * pop, pop_α2 * pop and pop_α3 * pop individuals are generated by the three strategies respectively. They are satisfied with pop_α1 + pop_α2 + pop_α3 = 1 and 0 ≤ pop_α1, pop_α2, pop_α3 ≤ 1. The procedure of the initialization scheme can be seen in Algorithm 1. Through this scheme, a set of individuals with two distance measures characteristic have been generated in a single run of MOECDM.
Algorithm 1 Initialization of the MOECDM
Input: Cluster number k, distance matrices DM 1 and DM 2 , population size pop, three adjusted parameters pop_α1, pop_α2 and pop_α3. Output: Initialization population
In most of existing literatures, many objective function combinations have been proposed in order to increase the accuracy of the clustering result. However, as we all know, many combinations are designed based on a single distance measure, such as Euclidean distance. It is very difficult to get the reliable result for dataset with complex structures. To solve that, in this section, we propose a new multiobjective combination strategy, and two objective functions are designed in two different distance spaces and optimized simultaneously by a multiobjective evolutionary algorithm.
It is well known that, the main rule of clustering is to minimize the compactness of each cluster, which is usually computed by the distance between objects and either cluster's centroids or medoids. However, the centroid of each cluster with irregular structure is invalid and the medoid is hard to get by using many existing encoding schemes in evolutionary algorithm. Therefore, in here, the objective functions will be established by minimizing the distance of each pair of objects in the same cluster, and they can be written as Equation 4 .
where d 1 xy and d 2 xy represent the two distance between object x and y respectively. The clustering results will be obtained by minimizing J F 1 and J F 2 simultaneously.
3) CROSSOVER OPERATOR
In this subsection, each of individuals will be chosen to cross with a crossover individual in a certain probability pc. The crossover individual should be selected in remaining individuals. Taking into account the different effect of the current and nondominated solutions in convergence and diversity, we use two strategies to select the crossover individual. The first is to select it from all of the current individuals, and the second is to select it from the nondominated individuals. It is noted that, only one strategy can be used in once crossover procedure. The first strategy can enhance the diversity of the new population and the second strategy can push the population quickly towards the global optima. In each generation, which strategy can be selected depending on a parameter, pc_α(g), which is varied with the number of generation(g) and can be computed by Equation 5 . From this formula we can see that, the value of pc_α(g) decreases in the range between [1, exp(1−max_g)] as g increases. In the initial stage, the first strategy may be selected in a larger probability. On the other hand, in the later stage, the second strategy may be selected in a larger probability. The details of the crossover operator are shown in Algorithm 2.
4) MUTATION OPERATOR
The mutation operator is implemented after crossover operator. This operator can be used to increase the diversity of population. According to the analysis above, the value of each gene rc l j (g + 1) is an integer from {1, . . . , k}, which needs to be changed with a probability pm. In this procedure, we also design two strategies to choose. The one is to change rc l j (g+1) into another integer from {1, . . . rc l j (g + 1) − 1, rc l j (g + 1) + 1, . . . , k} with a probability 1 k−1 and the other is to change it into rc best j , which is the best individual evaluated till the current generation. pm_α(g) is the selection parameter that
Algorithm 2 Crossover of the MOECDM
Input: Crossover probability pc, the population in the gth generation P(g) = {r 1 (g), . . . , r pop (g)}. Output: The crossover population
Randomly select two individuals r cs (g) and r ns (g) from current solutions and current nondominated solutions respectively, they satisfy with r l (g) = r ns (g) = r cs (g);
Randomly generate a mask vector m, and
Set rc l j (g + 1) = r l j (g); end end end determines which strategy can be chosen and can be computed by Equation 6 . The procedure of the mutation operator can be seen in Algorithm 3.
5) SELECTION OPERATOR
After mutation operator, two set of populations, current population P(g) = {r 1 (g), . . . , r pop (g)} and the mutation population P m (g + 1) = {rm 1 (g + 1), . . . , rm pop (g + 1)}, can be obtained. To keep the population size is equal with the subsequent generations and ensure favorable solutions are preserved, a selection operator needs to be executed to preserve individuals with high fitness and to eliminate individuals with low fitness. MOECDM employs the selection operator proposed in NSGA-II to achieve this goal. In this selection operator, all of the individuals(P(g)∪P m (g+1)) can be ranked based on a nondominated sorting and a crowding Algorithm 3 Mutation of the MOECDM Input: Mutation probability pm, the crossover population
; end end end distance estimation procedure, which is a measure that can differentiate the importance of the individuals that have the same rank. The low-ranking and low-crowding individuals can be selected at first. Though selection, the next generation population P(g + 1) = {r 1 (g + 1), . . . , r pop (g + 1)} can be obtained.
C. MOEACDM
It is important to stress that the MOECDM makes sense when the number of cluster k is fixed. However, that does not hold when k is variable. Indeed, it is straightforward to see that one can minimize the J F 1 and J F 2 by increasing the k, the two functions will equal to zero in the limit case. Many researchers tend to detect this parameter automatically by looking for a balance between intra-cluster and inter-cluster. In this section, we also try to get this parameter automatically by designing an appropriate objective functions combination in different distance spaces. The representation, crossover operator, mutation operator, selection operator are similar as those in MOECDM. We will mainly discuss the different phases, including initialization strategy and objective functions designing.
1) REPRESENTATION AND INITIALIZATION
A slight difference between MOEACDM and MOECDM in representation is the range of each gene is {1, . . . , k} in MOECDM and that is {1, . . . , k max } in MOEACDM, where k max represents the maximum cluster number expected. Unlike MOECDM, the best k * in MOEACDM is unknown. Hence, the initial population will be generated by NCUT pre-clustering not only with different distance measures but also with different cluster numbers. The procedure of initialization for the MOEACDM is shown in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 Initialization of the MOEACDM
Input: Dataset X = {x 1 , . . . , x n }, the maximum cluster number k max and the minimum cluster number k min , two temp cluster numbers k temp1 = k temp2 = k min , two distance matrices DM 1 and DM 2 , population size pop. Output: Initialization population
In many literatures, validity index [13] , [14] is widely used strategy that can detect the desirable cluster number by looking for a balance between the compactness for each cluster and the separation between each pair of clusters. The majority of the existing validity indices are inapplicable in here, similar with the analysis above, most of them are designed based on Euclidean distance. We will try to design a new objective functions combination, each objective function in which is based on a specific distance measure. Moreover, each objective function also requires to consider the balance of compactness and separation in order to detect desirable cluster number automatically. Our inspiration comes from Modularity method [27] , which is a typical method used to detect network structures by the relationship of each pair of nodes. Based on this idea, the two new objective functions in different distance spaces will be rewritten as Equation 7 .
where the definitions of d 1 xy and d 2 xy are the same as those in the previous section. Let us make the following comments on the two objective functions. 
D. PROCEDURE OF MOECDM (OR MOEACDM) ALGORITHM
The detailed procedures of the MOECDM (MOEACDM) algorithm are as described in Figure 1: 
III. EXPERIMENTS OF MOECDM
In this section, we will test the efficiency of the proposed method, MOECDM, in combining different distance measures. The details are introduced as follows.
A. DATASETS USED
In order to show the advantage of MOECDM for discovering different structures, we apply sixteen datasets to test the proposed method. These datasets can be divided into four groups, spherical-type datasets, irregular-type datasets, shape-type datasets and real-life datasets. Spherical-type datasets contains four datasets named Data_separated1, Data_separated2, Data_connected1 and Data_connected2, as shown in Figure 2 . The clusters in each dataset have spherical structure and can be used to test the Euclidean relationship in MOECDM. Irregular-type datasets contains four datasets as shown in Figure 3 , they are Data_spiral, Data_rect, Data_circle1 and Data_circle2. The four datasets have clusters with complex structure and can be used to test the Path relationship in MOECDM. These two groups are artificial datasets. Shape-type datasets contains R15, Pathbased, Jain and Spiral2 as shown in Figure 4 . The four datasets are widely used datasets in many other literatures such as [23] , [24] . And real-life datasets also contains four datasets named Iris, Soybean, Wine, Glass and they are popular used UCI datasets. They can be used to test the validity of MOECDM for real world data. The details of these datasets in terms of the number of objects, the number of dimensions and the number of clusters are summarized in Table 1 .
Next, two experiments will be executed on these datasets. The first experiment will show the nondominated Pareto front and corresponding clustering results, and the second experiment is to compare MOECDM with some other clustering methods, which will be described later in this section. 
B. PARAMETERS SETTING
The clustering results are influenced by parameters setting, which should be chosen carefully based on theoretical evidence. Population size(pop) and Maximum number of generations(max_g) are two important parameters in evolutionary algorithm. For pop, on the one hand, according to the introduction of section II-B.1, the population should contain individuals generated by using three strategies. Hence, it should satisfy with pop > 3. On the other hand, the final number of nondominated clustering solutions were in fact less than 200 in all experiments. Hence, We set to pop = 200 in MOECDM, and it can prove to be more than sufficient to store all nondominated solutions. For max_g, it is clear that, the accuracy of algorithm may be improved by increasing this parameter. Nevertheless, the nondominated solutions had not changed in less iterations because the partial initial population are generated by two kind of pre-clustering methods in Algorithm 1. Hence, We set it to max_g = 200 in this experiment. The values of pop_α1, pop_α2 and pop_α3 are set to 0.5, 0.25 and 0.25 respectively. The reason is we hope the individuals generated at random are more than the other two strategies. For crossover operator and mutation operator, the values of pc, pc_α, pm and pm_α are all set to 1. The reason is the new population P(g + 1) is selected from P(g) ∪ P m (g + 1), hence the P m (g + 1) should has a large difference from P(g). The parameters used for MOECDM in our experimental study are listed in Table 2 .
C. PERFORMANCE MEASURES
In order to evaluate the performance of all the clustering algorithms quantitatively, in here, two measures, Rand index(R) and F-measure(F), are used for evaluating the performance of the proposed method. They are defined as Equations 8 and 9 respectively. It is noted that, the class label of each object is known before hand in the two measures. where Precision = SS SS+SD and Recall = SS SS+DS . SS is the number of pair points having same class labels belonging to the same clusters, SD is the number of pair points having different class labels belonging to the same clusters, DS is the number of pair points having same class labels belonging to different clusters, and DD is the number of pair points having different class labels belonging to the different clusters. Note that higher the value of R(F), better is the clustering.
D. ANALYSIS OF MOECDM
In this subsection, two datasets will be adopted to show the nondominated Pareto front obtained and the corresponding clustering results. In order to depict the proposed method more effectively, the clusters in the two datasets should have different structures. Hence, the first dataset adopted is Data_connected1 and the second dataset adopted is Data_circle1.
Data_connected1 is shown in Figure 2 . Each cluster in this dataset is uniformly generated from a hyper-spherical area, and connected with each other. The Pareto front and several clustering results are presented in Figure 5 . We can get ten clustering results corresponding to the nondominated Pareto front. From left to right in Figure 5 to the green point, and it has the minimum J 1 and the maximum J 2 . For this clustering result, Euclidean distance is more dominant than Path distance, and the Rand value (F-measure) is 0.94(0.92). Data_circle1 is shown in Figure 3 . And many similar datasets with it are used in other literatures such as [28] , [29] . Unlike Data_connected1, this dataset contains two clusters with complex structure. The nondominated Pareto front obtained by MOECDM for Data_circle1 and several clustering results are presented in Figure 6 . We also select three meaningful results to analyze the nondominated Pareto front. The red Pareto point corresponds to Figure 6(b) , which is the best one, and the Rand index (F-measure) is 1.00(1.00). The green Pareto point corresponds to Figure 6(d) , which is the worst result. In this clustering result, Euclidean distance is more dominant than Path distance, and the Rand index(F-measure) is 0.50(0.50). The black point is between red point and green point, and its Rand value(F-measure) is 0.67(0.66). This experiment shows that Path distance is suitable for Data_circle1.
The two experiments show that MOECDM is able to discover the hidden distribution of each cluster with spherical and irregular structures.
E. COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS
In this subsection, MOECDM is compared with three other approaches including Kmeans, FCM and NCUT. Kmeans and FCM are two traditional clustering techniques, and they are designed based on Euclidean distance. NCUT is a spectral clustering method and it can partition the relational dataset well. Relational dataset describes the distance between each pair of objects. Hence, different distance measures and their combination can be applied to set up different matrices. 
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Here, we apply four strategies to set up the matrix, and they are (1) Euclidean distance (NCUT(E)), (2) Path distance (NCUT(P)), (3) combining the Euclidean and Path distance measures directly (NCUT(E+P)), and (4) normalizing the Euclidean and Path distance measures within the range[0, 1] (NCUT(Norm(E)+Norm(P))). Table 3 provides the comparison results of aforementioned algorithms. Each algorithm is to execute twenty times on each dataset. Mean_R, Max_R, Mean_F and Max_F show the average Rand index, the maximum Rand index, the average F-measures and the maximum F-measures respectively in twenty runs.
Firstly, we analyze the clustering results for spherical-type datasets. FCM, NCUT(E) and MOECDM are able to get satisfactory results for Data_separated1 in all runs, since this dataset has three separated clusters, and each cluster is distributed with spherical structure. Kmeans can obtain the highest Max_R and Max_F in several runs, however, the Mean_R and Mean_F are lower than that obtained by above three methods. The reason might be that this method is not stable. NCUT(E+P) and NCUT(Norm(E)+Norm(P)) are not able to obtain the best results in several runs, the reason might be the same as Kmeans. NCUT(P) can not obtain the satisfactory result in all runs. For Data_separated2, the clustering results obtained by using Kmeans, FCM, NCUT(E) and MOECDM are similar with Data_separated1. NCUT(P), NCUT(E+P) and NCUT(Norm(E)+Norm(P)) can not get the best results in all runs, the reason is the Path distance is unsuitable for this dataset. Data_connected1 and Data_connected2 are two connected datasets. For the two datasets, MOECDM can get the best values for the four measures. The reason is that Kmeans, FCM, NCUT(E), NCUT(P) NCUT(E+P) and NCUT(Norm(E)+Norm(P)) are designed based on a single distance measure, and MOECDM is designed based on two distance measures. Two conclusions can be got through this experiment: (1) Euclidean distance is a better choice to spherical-type datasets than Path distance, and (2) if you want to combine several different distance measures, the weight of each distance measure is difficult to set.
Secondly, we analyze the clustering results for irregulartype datasets. The clusters in the four datasets have complex structures, Euclidean distance is not well to discover the implicit structures. NCUT(P) and NCUT(Norm(E)+ Norm(P)) can obtain the best clustering results in several runs. However, they also obtain unsatisfactory results in other runs. The reason is that Kmeans is also employed in NCUT method. MOECDM can get the best clustering results in all runs. The remaining methods are not able to obtain the best results in any runs. It confirms that the Path distance is the best choice to irregular-type datasets. From above experiments of the two type of datasets, we can conclude that MOECDM is able to discover the best clustering results no matter what distributions it has and it is superior to other approaches in finding the global optimum.
Thirdly, we analyze the clustering results for shape-type datasets. All of the compared methods can obtain the best values of Max_R in several runs for R15, the reason is this dataset has fifteen clusters with spherical structure. FCM and MOECDM can obtain satisfactory values of Mean_R, Max_R, Mean_F and Max_F respectively. The last five methods are not able to get satisfactory values of Mean_R and Mean_F. For Pathbased, MOECDM can get the best clustering results in all runs. The remaining methods are not able to obtain the best results in any runs. The reason is this dataset contains three clusters and two of them are distributed with spherical structure and the last one is distributed with irregular structure. For Jain and Spiral2, both the two datasets have 2 and 3 clusters with irregular structures. Hence, only NCUT(P) and NCUT(Norm(E)+Norm(P)) can get the best results in several runs. MOECDM can get the best clustering results in all runs.
Finally, we analyze the clustering results for real-life datasets. MOECDM can get the best values of Mean_R, Max_R, Mean_F and Max_F in all runs for Iris, Soybean and Wine. The values of Mean_F and Max_F obtained by MOECDM are slightly lower than those of Kmeans in Glass, however, they are also better than other algorithms. We can conclude from the experiments that, the clustering accuracy based on two distance measures are better than on a single distance measure. Note that, Euclidean and Path distance measures are not the unique multiobjective functions combination. Other combinations, such as Euclidean and Manifold distance combination, Kernel and Path distance combination, can also be used in this framework.
IV. EXPERIMENTS OF MOEACDM
In this section, we will test the validity of the updated algorithm, MOEACDM, which not only can mix the different distance measures but also can detect the desirable cluster number automatically. Unlike MOECDM, the desirable cluster number of MOEACDM is unknown before clustering, we should look for this parameter from a range {k min , . . . , k max }, where k min is the minimum cluster number expected and k max is the maximum cluster number expected respectively. In our experiment, k min is set to 2. It is difficult to select the best k max . This parameter determines the size of search space, which is of size k n max for a dataset of size n. The search space is grown exponentially when k max increases. For simplicity, we set k max to 10 and it will be elaborated in section IV-C. Apart from k max , max_g and pop also need to be considered. Because the search space of MOEACDM is k n max , which is greater than k n in MOECDM. Hence, the max_g needs to be greater than that in MOECDM. Based on above analysis, we set max_g to 500. For pop, according to the Algorithm 4, the population should contain individuals generated from different strategies, in other words, pop should satisfy as Equation 10 .
where the NIR, NIE and NIP represent the number of individuals generated at random, the number of individuals generated based on Euclidean distance and the number of individuals generated based on Path distance respectively. β is a parameter that can avoid the influence arising from each pre-clustering method if it runs only once, and it should satisfy with β > 2. In general, the three parameters need to satisfy with NIR = NIE + NIP and NIE = NIP = (k max − k min +1). Hence, the pop can be set to 2 * 2 * (k max −k min +1) * β.
We set pop to 500 in this experiment.
A. ANALYSIS OF MOEACDM
In this subsection, we also apply two datasets to show the nondominated Pareto front obtained by MOEACDM and corresponding clustering results. Data_separated1 and Data_spiral can be used in here. Figure 7 shows the nondominated Pareto front and the clustering results by using MOEACDM for Data_separated1. In particular, it is only two points in the nondominated Pareto front, and the two clustering results corresponding to the nondominated Pareto front are very similar. A good explanation for this situation is that both of the two distance measures show the similar relationship on this dataset. At the same time, table 4 also gives us the same view with Figure 7 . ten different Pareto points. As can be seen from this table, the value of J 1 is decreasing and the value of J 2 is increasing at the same time. As we all know, we need to find out the tradeoff between two objective functions. For this dataset, Path distance is more dominant than Euclidean distance, therefore, the best clustering result is the first Pareto point, which is the minimum of J 2 . Furthermore, with the increasing of J 1 and the decreasing of J 2 , the cluster number is far away from the correct cluster number, and the Rand value(F-measure) is decreasing.
B. COMPARE WITH OTHER METHODS
The performance of the MOEACDM algorithm will be compared with some other methods. Many compared methods can be used in here. Firstly, we consider the affinity propagation(AP) [30] , which can determine the desirable cluster number automatically. However, it also need to set an appropriate distance measure in advance. In this comparison, we apply AP(E) and AP(P) to represent the algorithms based on Euclidean distance and Path distance respectively. Secondly, many other clustering methods based on evolutionary algorithm and can detect the desirable cluster number also need to join. The first one is GCUK [12] , which is a single objective evolutionary clustering method and takes V db index as objective function that is optimized by a genetic algorithm. Meanwhile, it can also detect cluster number automatically. This approach was designed based on Euclidean distance, so it is not suitable for irregular-type datasets. The second one is MODEFC [19] , which is a multiobjective evolutionary clustering method, the two objective functions, V xb and J mse , can be optimized simultaneously by a multiobjective evolutionary algorithm. Similar with GCUK, this method was also designed based on Euclidean distance. Finally, a novel automatic clustering method, RAC-Kmeans [31] is also used as a compared method. This algorithm detects the desirable cluster number by using a specific graph-partitioning process and it is not sensitive to the choice of various distance measures. According to these compared methods, we can see that, most of existing methods need to set the distance measure in advance.
Eight datasets are considered for this experiment, and the test datasets should contain spherical-type datasets, irregular-type datasets, shape-type datasets and real-life datasets. Therefore, Data_separated1, Data_connected1, Data_spiral, Data_circle1, Jain, Spiral2, Iris and Soybean will be used to this experiment.
The parameters of the compared algorithms also need to be set in advance. The k min and k max for GCUK and MOMODEFC are set to 2 and √ n [32] respectively. For RAC-Kmeans, the two parameters are set to 2 and n. K-means is used as the underlying clustering technique. For MOEACDM, GCUK and MODEFC, the pop and max_g are set to 500 and 500 respectively. 
C. DISCUSSION OF K MAX
The maximum cluster number expected, k max , should be analyzed in this subsection. It is an important parameter because it determines the size of search space. On the one hand, a too large k max will cause a waste of memory and processing time. On the other hand, a too small k max will increase the probability of leaving k * out, thus becoming unreachable. Ideally, k max = n is the best way, however, the computation time is also high. We need to select a trade-off between speed and accuracy of the proposed method. Figure 9 plots the desirable cluster number obtained by using different k max value for four test datasets. The k max value changes from 2 to 20 with a step size of one. As can be seen from these figures, if the k max is smaller than k * , the k max will be detected as k * . And, if the k max is bigger than k * , MOEACDM can always find the optimal cluster number k * in all of the runs. The experimental results suggest that MOEACDM is not sensitive to this parameter, k max .
D. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MOECDM AND MOEACDM
In this subsection, we will discuss the difference and relation between the two approaches, MOECDM and MOEACDM. Some phases need to be considered include representation, initialization, crossover operator, mutation operator, selection operator and objective function designing. For representation, crossover operator, mutation operator and selection operator, the two approaches apply the same strategies. For initialization, the initial population is generated by NCUT pre-clustering method with a fixed cluster number k and it is generated by the similar pre-clustering method but with a variable k from a range {k min , . . . , k max }. For objective function designing, MOECDM only consider the intracluster consistency as Equation 4 and MOEACDM not only consider the intra-cluster consistency but also consider the inter-cluster consistency as Equation 7 . Hence, the running time of MOEACDM is higher than MOECDM. Next, we also show the running time of the both approaches, MOECDM and MOEACDM, using the same parameters (pop,max_g) for test datasets. The results are listed in Table 7 . Each test dataset is performed in ten independent runs by the two approaches with different parameters. The two approaches are programmed in Matlab R2014b and the computer for experiment is equipped with a 2.5 GHz Intel Core central processing unit and 4 GB memory. From Table 7 , we can see that the computation time of MOECDM is less than MOEACDM with the same parameters(pop,max_g) in most of test datasets. These clustering results confirm the analysis above.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Clustering is an important task for discovering the hidden structures and is the subject of active research on several research fields including information retrieval, finance, network management and medicine. The datasets in these fields may consist of a variety of characteristics and have different structures. The existing evolutionary clustering approaches usually optimize one objective function and they are hardly to cope with the dataset with multiple structures. In this paper, we propose a new multiobjective evolutionary clustering framework to split dataset with different structures. Two objective functions designed based on two distance measures are optimized simultaneously by a multiobjective evolutionary algorithm. This approach takes into consideration of the relationship between data points based on two different distance measures, therefore, it can split complex structures. However, there are two limitations need to be improved. The first is the best solution is not chosen from nondominated Pareto front automatically and the second is evolutionary algorithm is usually time-consuming. In the future, we will try to solve these problems and take the approaches into application fields such as data analysis and image segmentation.
In addition, testing other combinations of distance measures is also a future work.
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